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Over the past 90
years, Scalamandré’s
luxe fabrics and wall
coverings have found

From top left: A trim from
Michael Aiduss’s line for
Houlès and the interior of the
French manse that inspired
it; a Lion Toile wall covering
from British brand The Vale.

their way into such distinguished places
as William Randolph Hearst’s residences,
the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s
Wrightsman Galleries, and the White
House during several presidential terms.
Founder Franco Scalamandré might be
surprised to learn that today his stylish
prints, like the iconic Zebra, are popping
up in millennials’ homes throughout
the country via the Inside, a D2C digital
startup. In our feature on the company,
we discover that beautiful designs can
transcend time—and perhaps find hopeful
indication that today’s younger customers
are being primed for a future interest in
high-end design in a way that no generation
has been before.
Elsewhere in this edition of the AD
PRO Trend Report, we meet Michael

Aiduss, a bona fide trim mastermind
who took as his muse the stately Villa
Kérylos in Beaulieu-sur-Mer, France,
for his new line for the venerable French
brand, Houlès. We also embark on a caper
through the marketplace, sussing out
breaking trends as varied as delightful
winged creatures, spellbinding tricks
of trompe l’oeil, and dramatic, moody
florals—all of which appear on fabrics
and wall coverings alike. Plus, three top
designers allow us an inside snoop around
their materials libraries.
Until next time,

—Katy Olson Editor, AD PRO
K AT Y_ O L S O N @ C O N D E N A S T.C O M

COVER: FRANÇOIS HALARD/TRUNK ARCHIVE.PORTRAIT: GABRIELLE PILOTTI LANGDON;
INTERIOR: MICHAEL AIDUSS; TRIM: COURTESY OF HOULÈS.

P E R F E C T PA I R I N G S
Designers and brands riff on classic motifs
and find inspiration via international travels
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NEWS

—MEL STUDACH

FA B R I C

THIS SEASON’S PRODUCT COLLABORATIONS HAVE US
feeling both nostalgia and wanderlust. In his debut line with
Perennials, Timothy Corrigan draws from trips abroad and Old World
influences (think traditional chinoiserie, bamboo lattice, and romantic
damask) to create solution-dyed acrylic fabrics and rugs.
Designer Kendall Wilkinson turns her travels into color stories for a
new fabric and trim collection with Fabricut, set to be released in October. Her classical prints, embroideries, and wovens are divided into three
worldly narratives: Cityscape’s neutrals, Coastline’s blues, and Jardinière’s jewel tones.
In his new collection for the Shade Store, Jonathan Adler brightens
geometric motifs—from Greek Key to Versailles Cubes—in fabrics for
drapery, Roman shades, and cornices.
The inspirations continue at Schumacher, which partnered with
Williams Sonoma and Williams Sonoma Home on its first-ever
tabletop collection, interpreting iconic designs like Chiang Mai
Dragon, Bixi Velvet, and Chinois Fret, and spanning bedding, furniture, wall art, and home decor across a 45-piece offering. It’s not
the heritage fabric house’s only collaboration this summer: In September, Schumacher will also roll out a collection with Libertine
designer Johnson Hartig, who brings his signature irreverence to
an assortment of velvets, prints, warp prints, wallpapers, and trims.

FA B R I C

Designers Guild
expands its Essentials Collection with
the debut of Velluto, a
polyester velvet that is
washable and promises
“minimal marking,” traditional velvet’s dreaded
challenge. Find it in wide
(300-centimeter) and
narrow (145-centimeter) widths and in 50
colorways.

An industry go-to for
contract and residential
textiles, Kvadrat, whose
prior outdoor designs
had been discontinued,
is jumping back into the
outdoor fabric category
with its new Patio collection, designed by Karina
Nielsen Rios. Highly
durable, resistant to
seawater and chlorine,
and flame-retardant, the
upholstery fabric
collection comes in
refreshing hues like
turmeric, banana yellow,
and seafoam green.

Innovation is impacting not just product, but also process. This summer, media and technology company
Sandow debuted the next-level sourcing service
Material Bank, which enables designers and architects to order samples—including fabric, trim, paint,
surfaces, and wall coverings—from more than 170
brands for next-day delivery at no cost to the pro. Consider that innovation, delivered.

Zak + Fox multiplies its already beloved fabric offerings with 40 new colorways across
its core velvets, wovens, panels, and sheers in the Addendum I collection. Designer
favorites like Sayat, Baratillo, and Bayan will now be available in nature’s rich hues, from
clay reds and stone grays to carbon blacks and deep blues.

MATERIAL BANK: ERIC LAIGNEL; ALL OTHER IMAGES COURTESY
OF RESPECTIVE COMPANIES

Carnegie’s Xorel performance fabric has been a company mainstay for more than three decades. This month,
Carnegie introduces Xorel Knit, a textile that maintains
the brand’s performance-grade standards. The new
collection, which marks the first time the company has
engineered the material specifically for upholstery,
comes in classic patterns, such as herringbone, houndstooth, and plaid.
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Recently the fabric industry—a business built on
age-old techniques—has seen a number of forward-thinking initiatives, including category expansions, versatile new manufacturing methods, and
inventive ways to source samples —MEL STUDACH

NEWS

TEXTILE TRAILBLAZERS

WA L L C OV E R I N G

WALL T O WALL

From designers with major startup savvy to heritage
brands’ dreamiest new creations, this season’s
wall covering news roundup has a tidbit for all.

NEWS

Sheila Bridges returns to her roots: The former menswear buyer has teamed with Tokyo and Los Angeles
streetwear brand Union on a capsule collection
featuring vignettes from the celebrated interior
designer’s signature wall covering print, Harlem Toile
de Jouy, on button-ups, tees, and shorts.

BRITISH
ACCENTS

Meet The Vale London,
a new wallpaper and
textile brand debuting at
Focus/19 in London. The
designs are meant to evoke
a sense of place: The first
botanical- and geometric-inspired collection grew
out of founder Melinda
Marquardt’s walks
through London’s Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew.
Future collections will be
named after the city’s
streets and squares.
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AD100 designer Amy
Lau is breaking records:
Two of her wall covering
designs with Fromental
are the most intricate ever
produced by the British
brand, with one of the
designs featuring three
painted layers, including
folding, and the other
with four layers, including
hand embroidery.
John Robshaw is
getting into the grass
cloth game with his firstever novelty-print wall
coverings. “It creates a
bit of romance,” he says.
“Wallpaper was a natural
extension of us wanting
to showcase our iconic
prints in a new way, with
new dimension.”
Vive la France! Pierre
Frey is joining forces with
design duo Gilles & Boissier on Les Trois Sœurs,
a luxe three-fabric capsule collection replete
with jacquard cashmere,
English chintz, and brocaded lampas.
A toast is in order
for Tempaper: The
removable-wall-covering
brand recently joined
Inc. magazine’s list of the
fastest-growing private
companies in the U.S.

SET THE SCENE

It began with a sighting in Young Huh’s Kips Bay Decorator Show
House room this spring. If she and top decorative brands are to be
believed, murals are enjoying a moment. Notable names include French
staple Élitis, whose lush designs, including the above, debut this fall;
and heritage brand Iksel-Decorative Arts, known for mastering old
and new with digital imaging and hand-painting techniques.

TOP LEFT: RICHARD BROOKS; ALL OTHER IMAGES COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE COMPANIES

THE
L AT E ST
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Hooked on
a Feeling
One designer weaves sustainability and memory into textiles
BY MEGY K ARYDES

AMSTERDAM-BASED DESIGNER CHRISTIANE
Müller has teamed up with HBF Textiles to create the Lost & Found collection, featuring seven
distinct fabrics and 48 colorways. The series
celebrates the link between today’s textiles and
those of the past, with a number of the collection’s pieces using recycled yarns and rapidly
renewable material.
One of the fabrics is Woven Memory,
inspired by Müller’s personal experiences and
meant to evoke memories of a favorite childhood blanket. Featuring long and short strands
of varying thickness, the fabric contains 88 percent rapidly renewable content, including 39
percent recycled cotton T-shirts, resulting in a
handmade feel.

Pillows, from top: Cherished Knit, Woven Memory, and
Quilted Comfort; middle: Cherished Knit; right: Enriched
Boucle (on chair) and Timeless Twine (in background)
ALL IMAGES COURTESY OF HBF TEXTILES

“When I started to work with textile mills,
printing mills, spinners, and finishers, I learned
to honor the makers—the craftspeople with
skills and knowledge,” says Müller. “We are surrounded by textiles in our interiors, but which
fabrics speak to us? Which one wants to be
touched, or improve our environment through
function? With the Lost & Found collection,
I want to tell a thoughtful narrative about the
essential meaning of textiles in our daily lives.”

MATERIALS
“Our paper is primarily
made of cotton, as the
historic papers were, and
is acid-neutral. The first
step is to apply the background paint, a modified
version of the traditional
distemper paint, onto the
paper. As each roll is completed, it is hung on a rack
to dry overnight.”

NOTABLE
INSTALLATIONS
Colonial Williamsburg in
Virginia; DAR Museum
in Washington, D.C.;
the House of the Seven
Gables in Salem, Massachusetts; and Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston.

PROCESS
“Printing takes place on a foot-operated printing press,
the design of which is based on a late-19th-century model.
A roll of paper is placed on the bench and the first print
paint is brushed onto a felt in an adjoining paint tray. The
block is tamped into the paint and then placed on the
paper. Then, a metal arm connected to the foot pedal is
positioned over the block and pressure is applied, usually in several places. The block is then carefully lifted
and returned to the paint tray; the paper is advanced one
repeat length and the process is repeated.”
MOST LABOR-INTENSIVE PATTERN
“No debate here: Reveillon Arabesque 600. Not only is it block-printed, but many of the colors
are hand-painted and then embellished with 23-karat gold leaf.”
FAMOUS FANS
Jayne Design Studio, Brockschmidt & Coleman, Ralph Harvard, and Cathy Kincaid Interiors
FROM LEFT: JESSICA MARX; RICHARD WALKER; JESSICA MARX; RICHARD WALKER
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DESIGN
“Patterns are drafted from original
18th- and 19th-century wallpapers
by hand. The printing blocks are
laser-engraved from these patterns
onto hardwood-faced blocks. After
the blocks are cleaned and fitted
with registration pins and handles,
printing can begin.”

ACCURACY
“The registration pins on
the side of the block are
used to assure proper
positioning for both the
first block of a pattern
and subsequent ones.”

COLOR
“Each color requires a
different block and a
separate session on the
press. All rolls are printed
with one color before
advancing to the next
color.”

AN OBJECT

W H AT D O FR E D E R I C C H U R C H ’S O L A N A ,
Sir John Soane’s Museum, and Thomas
Jefferson’s Monticello all have in common? The varied historic properties each
feature wall coverings by Adelphi Paper
Hangings. The 20-year-old, upstate New
York–based brand specializes in French,
English, and American colonial styles,
noted for their sheer beauty and their makers’ fastidiousness. Co-owner Steve Larson
provides a window into Adelphi’s intimate
inner workings.

A N AT O M Y O F

A closer look at Adelphi Paper Hangings

THE
L AT E ST
TK
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MOODY
FLORALS
Set a dramatic tone with
emotive blossoms that are
anything but flowery.
PRODUCED BY BENJAMIN REYNAERT,
GABRIELLE PILOTTI LANGDON AND
GABRIELA ULLOA
From left: Fleur de Nuit fabric by Designers Guild;
Shangri-La 4836 Utopia wallpaper by Phillip Jeffries;
Matilija wallpaper by Lake August; Dahlia Noir fabric
by Designers Guild; Le Paravent Chinois wallpaper by
John Derian and Pierre Frey; Native Meadow fabric by
Utopia Goods (on ground); Bianca fabric by Voutsa.
PHOTOGRAPH BY CHELSEA KYLE. STYLED BY ASTRID CHASTKA. BLU DOT BRANCH 76” DINING TABLE IN BLACK ON OAK/BLACK, BLUDOT.COM.
SAWKILLE CO. SAWKILLE BENCH IN EBONIZED WHITE OAK, SAWKILLE.COM. HAWKINS NEW YORK AURORA VASE IN SMOKE, HAWKINSNEWYORK.COM.
TYPE 75 MINI TABLE BY SIR KENNETH GRANGE, SUITENY.COM. ORIGINAL 1227 BRASS DESK LAMP BY GEORGE CARWARDINE, SUITENY.COM

THE

PRINTED MATTER

L AT E ST
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3. JONNY VALIANT; ALL OTHER IMAGES COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE COMPANIES
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1

Channel Islands wall
covering by Lake
August

2

Hula wall covering
by Hunt Slonem for
Lee Jofa

3

Berber wall covering
by Peter Dunham
Textiles

4

Arambol RM 896 60
wall covering by Élitis
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The subtle texture of
grasscloth wall covering
gets a punchy upgrade
with these lively prints.

THE

TROMPE L’OEIL

L AT E ST
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1

Bamboo Trellis wall
covering by Cowtan
& Tout

2

Belsize Tiles wall covering by Fromental

3

Stones of Venice wall
covering by Madeaux
by Richard Smith

4

Villa wall covering by
Schumacher

10

These wall coverings
play visual magic tricks
of the chicest kind.

THE

AMERICANA

1

Plaza wall covering
by Arte

2

Loomstate fabric by
Pollack

3

Pliny Trellis fabric by
Vervain

4

Copp fabric by
Schumacher

5

Lancaster wallpaper
by Schumacher

6

Picnic fabric by
Pollack

IMAGES COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE COMPANIES
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At once decorative and
utilitarian, this crop of
patterns conveys the
sophisticated
simplicity of American
folk-art forms.
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THE

FOUND IN NATURE
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1

Marbleized wall
covering by Beata
Heuman

2

Oceania wall covering
by Calico Wallpaper

3

Marble wall covering
by Rebecca Atwood

4

Seastone fabric by
Rule of Three through
Alt for Living
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With delightful swirls
and organic patterns,
these marbleized
designs lend visual
interest to previously
plain walls.

THE

PLAID, REINVENTED

L AT E ST
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1

Pipe Dream fabric by
Richard Smith for No.
9 Thompson

2

Outside the Box fabric
by Brian Carter for
Studio B

3

Modo Plaid fabric by
Scalamandré

4

Plaiddance fabric by
Kravet
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Traditional tartaninspired patterns get
a spirited update.

THE

A DIFFERENT STRIPE

1

Berber Indigo fabric
by Coral & Tusk

2

Algiers Border Black
and Red fabric by
Robert Kime

3

Benghal Stripe fabric
by Schuyler Samperton Textiles

4

Zarina fabric by
Manuel Canovas for
Cowtan & Tout

5

Florentine Velvet
fabric by Timothy Corrigan for Schumacher

6

Simla fabric by
Madeaux by Richard
Smith

1. WILL ELLIS; ALL OTHER IMAGES COURTESY OF
RESPECTIVE COMPANIES
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The newest lines—
pardon the pun—are
often patterned, sometimes painted, and always perfectly offbeat.
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THE

FLOCK TOGETHER

L AT E ST
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1

Tancho by Maison C
wall covering

2

Chimney Swallows
wall covering by John
Derian for Designers
Guild

3

Flock in Flight wall
covering by Lake
August

4

Birds wall covering by
Krane Home through
Alt for Living
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These uplifting patterns
feature winged visions
from creative collaborators, like John Derian for
Designers Guild.

THE

GEOMETRY 101

L AT E ST
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1

Puzzled fabric by
Madeaux by Richard
Smith

2

Maderno fabric by
Larsen

3

Enigma BP 5509
wall covering by
Farrow & Ball

4

Scallops wall
covering/fabric by
Ottoline
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Dare to go bold with
patterns that make
basic geometry feel a
lot less like homework.

Michael Aiduss and chances are he will nix
the majority. He’s particular about his preferences. “It has to be authentic,” says the interior
and product designer, whose New Jersey–

Aiduss is currently
reimagining the Houlès
showroom in New
York, where his new
trim line debuts this
fall. Designs, from top:
Calyx, Isadore, Calla,
Minos, Delos, Calliope.

PORTRAIT AND PILLOWS: GEORGE ROSS; ALL OTHER IMAGES COURTESY OF HOULÈS
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JOB

BY MEL STUDACH

book, and display presentation. “I love playing with the juxtaposition between classical
design and modern design in that way.”
While many of the patterns derive from
the villa’s ancient vignettes (the scrolling
waveform ornamenting Kérylos’s stately iron
doors are seen on Calyx), how the designs
would align with modern applications was
always at the top of his mind. “It brings pattern, scale, and texture, but it doesn’t feel like
it’s that old thing that people gravitate away
from.” A natural color palette, including iron
black, brassy gold, cerulean, and terra-cotta,
adds to the collection’s contemporary allure.
Aiduss is not one to veil his preferences.
After perfecting the Isadore design’s gold jacquard, he insisted that the linen ground cloth
be available in five colorways, as opposed
to the pattern’s consistent gold thread. “The
team at Houlès was like, ‘But not everybody
is going to want to use gold,’ ” recalls Aiduss.
“And I was like, ‘It’s OK, not everybody has
to use this.’ ” And with that, the author got the
last word.

INSIDE

Meet Michael Aiduss,
the master decorator
who’s bringing
classicism back with a
new trim collection

based firm celebrates its 10th anniversary
next year. Aiduss proposes the reupholstering of a vintage chair as an example to support
the argument: “The narrative has to be right.
There are a lot of fabrics out there, but do
they have the integrity or the influence?” It
should come as no surprise that when French
passementerie house Houlès offered Aiduss,
a former 14-year vet of Thomas O’Brien, an
opportunity to author his own collection, he
gladly accepted. The 15-trim collection marks
Aiduss’s licensed product debut as well as a
contemporary veer from the brand’s formal
traditions. “We’re helping them re-brand, to
help reidentify with today’s market,” he says.
An inspiring backdrop for the line was
essential. Villa Kérylos, designed by architect Emmanuel Pontremoli in the early 1900s
and located in the south of France, despite
its Grecian influence, had been on Aiduss’s
mind since first discovering the home within
the pages of the book Great Villas of the Riviera, a gift from his mother. “When I was a
kid, I wanted to be an archaeologist,” he says.
“I loved uncovering treasures and beautiful
buildings and what they represented in the
way they could be positioned as art.” Transforming an artifact into a trim collection was
never the plan, though that’s precisely what
happened: The villa, harmoniously layered
with ancient stucco, Carrara marble, mosaics, and intricate frescoes, became a source of
inspiration for pattern, scale, and color within
the collection’s jacquard, embroidery, and
handwoven trims.
“You look at classical architecture and
ornamentation, and you can either be super
classical about it—or you can strip away the
ornament and have the forms become cleaner
and more modern,” says Aiduss, who also
oversaw the collection’s photography, look

STYLE

1

LIBRARIES

Designers pull back the
proverbial curtain on
their materials libraries
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ROBERT
STILIN
We organize by material: fabric, carpets, metal, stone, glass,
wood. All of the above items are
stored in carefully labeled, stackable boxes. They are organized by
vendor and then, within vendor,
broken down into solids, prints,
and so on.
If we have a lot of material
from a certain vendor, it can be
broken down by color, but generally in categories like Beige and
Neutrals, or Colors.

Of his library’s extensive collection, Stilin
says, “There are many,
many brands and
vendors. Also, for
anything we do custom, we always keep
samples for future
reference.”

GO -TO BR ANDS

Loro Piana, Rogers & Goffigon, Holland
& Sherry, de Le Cuona, Rose Uniacke,
Chapas Textiles, Lauren Hwang New
York, Mitchell Denburg Collection, Alt
for Living, Sacco Carpet, Doris Leslie
Blau, FJ Hakimian, Zak + Fox, and Otis
Textiles.

PRO TIP

Do not let your library go. It needs to be
cleaned up and organized regularly or
it can become a nightmare to find anything when you most need it.

JOSHUA MCHUGH

The fabrics in our library are
broadly organized by color and
stored in cabinets that line the
walls of our office. Within the
cabinets, they’re broken down
by texture, with the exception of
a few drawers that are organized
by vendor.
Hard materials, such as tile,
wood, plaster, and so on, are
organized by category and kept
in crates in another room. We
also have open shelves in our
common work area where we
keep vintage textiles and antique
accessories along with books for
inspiration and research.
GO -TO BR ANDS

Claremont for pattern, Holland &
Sherry for basics, and Toyine Sellers
for texture.

PRO TIP

Leave room to grow your library!
FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF BILLY COTTON; STEPHEN KENT
JOHNSON; MARCO RICCA
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GO -TO BR ANDS

Stark, Élitis, Lauren Hwang New
York, Charles Schambourg, Donghia, Dedar, Romo, Benjamin Moore,
Holly Hunt, and Foglizzo.

PRO TIP

Dedicate time to organization and
maintenance, and always return
things to where you found them.
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BILLY
COTTON

LIBRARIES

Cotton’s library features 100-plus
brands and vendors.

Project-specific materials rotate in and out of our library, so it’s constantly changing. The most inspirational material samples tend to land
on my own desk or that of a staff member rather than in a library drawer.
Our library consists of a series of closets with shelving and drawer
space. We try to keep it all tidy, but it’s great to be able to close the doors
should it become unsightly before a client visit.
We also have integrated
open shelving and cubby space
in our office desks to hold baskets of materials and sample
books t hat we’re cu r rently
working with. We store a wide
variety of materials, ranging
from architectural finishes—
stones, woods, metals, tiles,
mosaics, glass—to wallpapers,
fabrics, trims, leathers, and carpets, from approximately 40
to 50 of our favored brands and
vendors.

STYLE

2

CALEB ANDERSON

S U S TA I N A B I LI T Y WA S N ’ T TO P O F M I N D
for most in the luxury furnishings industry
back in 1993, when New Zealand’s James
Dunlop Textiles launched its native forest restoration and replanting program.
But the move set in motion a mission for
the brand that has produced boons both
environmental and creative. Founded 112
years ago as a purveyor of European fabric to retailers in Dunedin, a busy port on
the South Island, the heritage upholstery
and wall-covering brand hails from what
group managing director Ben Moir calls “a
dynasty of freemen and textile merchants
based in the Scottish countryside.” Today,
COURTESY OF JAMES DUNLOP TEXTILES
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it comprises brands like Mokum, known for
collaborations with Catherine Martin, the
Oscar-winning costume and set designer,
and is run by the family’s fourth generation;
its residential and commercial products are
sourceable Stateside at Holly Hunt, Atlanta’s Paul +, and San Francisco’s HEWN,
among others. The sustainable-forest program led to other initiatives: planting 800
acres of forest in the country’s Canterbury
region to create a carbon sink; developing
roadside and creek reserves; pioneering an
introduced-pest removal program to help

but the support of our caring team, who also
contribute their time to prepare and plant
development sites, [helps] mitigate the usual
labor cost,” explains Moir, who is addressing the plastics problem that plagues the
industry: “We are in the early stages of making reusable delivery bags, and currently
switching from plastic to paper wrap where
appropriate. Team members have also developed customer order consolidation software
and dispatch logistics to reduce the number of deliveries, further reducing our use
of plastic bags and emissions.” Like that of
its pollinating friends, the brand’s impact is
being sown beyond the industry itself. “Positive behavior and action are contagious,”
says Moir, noting that nearby companies
have adopted the concept “with positive
results rippling wider through society.”

BEES

BY K ATY OLSON

mend the imbalanced ecosystem; and creating green space within the company’s offices.
JDT also works with mills and suppliers to
comply with environmental criteria such
as certification by Oeko-Tex, a collective
of research and test institutes that authenticate the human and environmental safety of
textiles. After launching the Love of Bees
program, establishing beehives and organic
vegetable and herb gardens near its Auckland distribution center, JDT dreamed up
Peonia, a hand-painted and digitally printed
peony-branch-laden fabric featuring its new
de facto brand ambassador: bumblebees.
Each of the hives, now in their third season,
has netted about 100 pounds of honey yearly,
a fruitful yield that’s shared with employees.
Taking on initiatives like these does come
with financial implications. “Cost is a factor,

WORKER

A hive at a time, JDT works
toward sustainability

PHOTOGRAPH BY MELANIE ACEVEDO. ALEXA VON TOBEL’S
HOUSE, STYLED BY CHRISTIANE LEMIEUX
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THE INSIDE IS A RELATIVELY NEW PLAYER IN THE
$100-billion-plus home furnishings marketplace, but what sets this direct-to-consumer
brand apart is its use of qualitative data, digital design, and high-end collaborations.
Founded by Christiane Lemieux last year,
The Inside uses social media platforms that
already exist, like Instagram, to gauge what
consumers are gravitating toward. The recent
launch of the English Garden collection,
which includes chintz and romantic florals on
the vine, is the perfect example of the brand’s
strategy. “In the instance of chintz specifically, we analyzed both our own quantitative
data, as well as qualitative data from the marketplace,” she explains. The data showed that
British maximalism has seen a recent resur-

MINER

BY DAVID NASH

DATA

Christiane Lemieux’s
The Inside leverages
data, bringing
heritage design to
new customers

DATA

mand printed fabrics without the need for
on-hand inventory.
“Digital decorating is really set up to put
the customer at an advantage, and has become
very sophisticated,” she says.
“Not only is comparison shopping now
entirely at your fingertips, but the products
are all backed up by scores of reviews and
photos from real, honest customers speaking
specifically to important elements like quality, design, and comfort.”
They never stage photo shoots: The technology allows the nimble brand to turn around
renderings of interiors, in a variety of styles,
at a pace that no other home furnishings brand
has been able to achieve. It means that they can
bring products to market quickly and analyze
how customers engage with those offerings on
platforms like Pinterest and Instagram.
Building out the brand’s supply chain has
been a complex endeavor, given that digital

MINER
22

gence. “We combined this trend-driven insight
with the fact that our other design staples, such
as Banana Palm, have been steady best sellers.
This led us to realize that the moment was ripe
for our traditional florals launch.”
The six sofa silhouettes introduced this
summer are another prime example of the
data-driven model. “Before launching sofas,
we saw a ton of traction with our customers
buying a room’s largest piece of upholstered
furniture first—specifically with our beds,”
says Lemieux.
“This pattern signified to us that our
customer was ready to have this same personalized and digitally led experience in the
living room, purchasing the anchor piece, the
sofa, and then building a room around that.”
This “digitally led experience” is a combination of rendering techniques used to
produce the product and lifestyle imagery,
and digital printing, which allows fast, on-de-

Chintz is one of The
Inside’s latest and
most popular patterns,
debuting as part of the
English Garden
collection.
At right: A bed from The
Inside’s collaboration
with Homepolish

printing is relatively new. “We are regularly
onboarding new printers and manufacturers,”
she explains.
“This network allows us to hold zero
inventory and manufacture and ship quickly,
giving consumers endless opportunities to
personalize, and passing on key savings to the
customer.” This complex multivendor operation allows The Inside to scale quickly and
launch new categories and fabrics monthly.
Lemieux’s other ingredient in the secret

sauce? Premium designer and brand collaboration. To date, they’ve partnered with,
among others, Refinery29’s Christene Barberich, SF Girl by Bay, Clare V., Peter Som,
and legendary design house Scalamandré—which features archival patterns in new
colorways and a never-before-seen Leaping
Cheetah print.
“We will continue to offer limitless choice
and access for customers,” says Lemieux.
“That’s what sets us apart.”
FROM LEFT: COURTESY OF THE INSIDE; CHAD MELLON

BY MEL STUDACH
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Designers’ favorite fabrics and wall coverings, room by room
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Favorite textilelayered interior

Go-to living room
wall covering

Favorite brand
for the powder room

Favorite
design or brand
for the bedroom

Wall covering
in the kitchen:
Yay or nay?

Key elements of a
great fabric or
wall covering

Most
unexpected
application

Jean Liu

Gail Davis

Peter Dunham

Schuyler Samperton

Principal, Jean Liu Design

Principal, Gail Davis Designs

Founder, Peter Dunham Design and
Peter Dunham Textiles

Founder, Schuyler Samperton Interior Design
and Schuyler Samperton Textiles

Rita Konig & G.P.
Schafer’s Mill Valley
project. Layered, collected, and fresh.

Any restaurant
designed
by AvroKO

Crezana’s Khan
embroidered
grass cloth

Phillip Jeffries for a
textural wall covering

Calico (Woodlands, Fields, Moors)

Sister Parish for a
good small-scale,
allover pattern

Lindsay Cowles
wallpaper gives the perfect
eye-candy punch!

Studio Zen
Wallcoverings

Yasss!

Yay.

Christopher Gibbs and
Peter Hinwood’s apartment
at Albany in London

Renzo Mongiardino’s masterpiece: Lee Radziwill’s
London Drawing Room

For posh, Claremont. For
eclectic, my own line, Peter
Dunham Textiles.

Guy Goodfellow
Collection’s
Fez Weave

Fromental’s digital version of
their hand-painted silk wall coverings,
which give a glamorousyet-affordable wow factor.

Mauny wallpaper,
especially pattern #210A

Pattern, but
something serene

Yes, but depends on the circumstance.
Most kitchens have so much going on that
wallpaper isn’t often necessary.

Yay, as long as it’s in a breakfast
dining area and not close to cooking and
prep surfaces.

Proper scale and timeless design that
won’t make the pattern feel dated in a few
years.

Tactile-ness, saturation of color, and
durability

Pattern, rhythm, color, and charm. A
successful textile or wall covering is
like a poem: unexpected, beautiful,
and sticks with you for a long time.

Striking pattern, an unusual combination of colors, and a sense of history and
romance—I love things that transport you
to a different culture or era.

Wallpapering playroom baskets or shoeboxes in a closet

Lining the inside of
closet doors with
wall covering

Paper-back or vinyl-back
printed linens on both the walls
and the ceiling of a room.

I made a giant ball skirt from
our Celandine/Azure fabric and
wore it to a dinner party in Maine!

CALICO WALLPAPER, ‘FIELDS’: LAUREN COLEMAN; MILL VALLEY PROJECT: ERIC PIASECKI; LINDSAY
COWLES’S ‘PINK ALTA’ WALL COVERING, INTERIOR BY KIM WOLFE: BRITTANY MARSHALL; ‘CARMANIA’
LINEN PRINT BY PETER DUNHAM TEXTILES, MIGUEL TORRES CERAMICS VASE: NICOLE LAMOTTE; LEE
RADZIWILL’S HOME: CECIL BEATON;

ALL OTHER IMAGES COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE COMPANIES

CUSTOM SHADES,
BLINDS & DRAPERY
HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA SINCE 1946.
NATIONWIDE MEASURE & INSTALL SERVICES.
ALL PRODUCTS SHIP IN 10 DAYS OR LESS.

75+ SHOWROOMS | EXCLUSIVE TRADE BENEFITS
THESHADESTORE.COM/TRADE | 866.505.5827

